Age-dependent effect of UV light in abnormal alpha neoprotein formation in the lens.
The aim of this study was to determine whether or not alpha neoprotein formation can occur in the lens in response to a photolytic process. Alpha crystallin from young calf and aged bovine lenses was irradiated for up to 22 hours with UV light. After cortical alpha crystallin had been irradiated, it completely preserved its quaternary antigenic determinants. In contrast, 24.3% of the bovine nuclear alpha crystallin completely lost their quaternary determinants as a result of irradiation. The latter population of molecules still preserved the association of A chains with B chains, suggesting the formation of abnormal proteins. The exposure to UV irradiation can cause the formation of alpha neoproteins from aged but not from young alpha crystallin. Comparison of photolytic rates based on spectroscopic and chromatographic parameters also show an age-related increase in the susceptibility of alpha crystallin to photolyze. It is suggested that this increase is due to the age-related formation of a photosensitizer in alpha crystallin.